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COLOMBO: Cash-strapped Sri Lanka’s
national carrier on Monday ended direct
flights to Russia-the crisis-hit island’s
biggest source of tourists-because of the
Ukraine war. It was the only operator of
direct connections and the move is a major
blow to Sri Lanka’s hopes of reviving its
pandemic-battered tourism industry and
earning foreign exchange to import food, fuel
and medicines, which are in short supply.

Sri Lankan Airlines said it was stopping
the Colombo-Moscow route with immediate
effect, blaming prohibitive insurance rates
after Moscow’s invasion of Ukraine. In addi-
tion, international sanctions on Russian
banks made it impossible for its Moscow
office to repatriate its earnings, a spokesman
told AFP.

No Russian airline operates direct flights
between the two countries. Sri Lanka is
grappling with its worst economic crisis
since its independence from Britain in 1948.
Out of the 82,300 foreign tourists who visit-
ed the country in January, about 13,500 or
16.4 percent were Russians, followed by
11,750 Indians and 7,770 Ukrainians.

Sri Lankan Airlines operated three flights
a week to the Russian capital until fighting
broke out last month and had reduced the
frequency to two. Travel agents said
Colombo-Moscow airfares on alternative
Middle Eastern carriers spiked after the Sri
Lankan Airlines decision.

The airline said its pullout was due to
“operational restrictions that are outside of
the airline’s control” and promised to refund

those with flight bookings. “We are closely
monitoring the situation and we want to
resume flights on this sector as soon as pos-
sible,” an airline official told AFP.
“Commercial factors forced us to halt the
flights.”

The collapse of the leisure sector soon
after the pandemic broke out in 2020 saw Sri
Lanka lose more than four billion dollars in
tourism revenue. Russia is also a key buyer of
Sri Lanka’s tea, the main export commodity.
The country is gripped by shortages of food
and fuel as commercial banks have run out of
dollars to finance essential imports. Colombo
has said it will seek an IMF bailout as the
country’s foreign currency reserves had hit
$2 billion at the end of February, compared to
$7.5 billion two years ago. — AFP

War ends Sri Lanka-Russia flights
Sanctions on Russia banks made repatriation of earnings impossible

SHENZHEN: Huawei chief financial officer Meng Wanzhou poses for photos after the
Huawei 2021 Annual Report Press Conference in Shenzhen, in China’s southern
Guangdong province on March 28, 2022. — AFP

SHENZHEN: Chinese telecoms giant
Huawei on Monday reported record
profit for 2021, defying US sanctions as
executive Meng Wanzhou made her first
public appearance since returning to
China from Canadian custody. The com-
pany has been caught in the crosshairs of
a US-China trade and technology rivalry,
with the administration of former
President Donald Trump moving to crip-
ple it over cybersecurity and espionage
concerns. The results were announced in
Chinese tech hub Shenzhen as Meng
stepped back into the limelight for the
first time since her high-profile return
home after nearly three years under
house arrest in Canada.

Meng, daughter of CEO and founder
Ren Zhengfei, spent her years in Canada
fighting extradition to the US as
Washington accused her of defrauding
HSBC bank by trying to hide alleged vio-
lations of US sanctions on Iran. She
returned home in September shortly
after two Canadians were released from
prison in China, ending a diplomatic row
that poisoned ties between Beijing and
Ottawa. Huawei’s revenue fell by around
29 percent last year to 636.8 billion yuan
($100 billion), as it grappled with US
sanctions aimed at blocking access to
key technology and supplies.

But the slump under US sanctions
appears to be slowing, and the company
said its net profits hit a new record-surg-
ing 75.9 percent on-year to 113.7 billion
yuan and reflecting efforts to cut costs.

“Despite a revenue decline in 2021,
our ability to make a profit and generate
cash flows is increasing, and we are more
capable of dealing with uncertainty,”
Meng said in Monday’s statement.

The company attributes its profitabili-
ty to “improved product portfolios and
more efficient internal operations”, with a
rise in net profit margin even with gains
from the sale of its budget phone brand
Honor excluded. The company is not
publicly listed and its accounts are not
subject to the same audits as companies
traded on the stock market.

Huawei, a supplier of telecom net-
working gear and smartphone brand, has
been struggling since Trump launched a
campaign to contain the company in
2018. Smartphone sales stalled after the
US cut Huawei off from key parts and
barred it from using Google’s Android
services. Last year Huawei logged 243
billion yuan in consumer business sales-
almost 50 percent down from 2020.

Meng said Monday that US restric-
tions have “significantly affected” busi-
ness-especially in smartphones and per-
sonal computers, adding to pandemic
pressures in dragging revenues.

Investment 
Huawei is still “carefully evaluating”

the impact of sanctions on Russia after
Moscow’s invasion of Ukraine last month,
rotating chairman Guo Ping told
reporters. Huawei has more than a dozen
stores in Russia and had announced big
expansion plans in 2020.

Western capitals have frozen Moscow
out of the global financial system, tipping
its currency into freefall and pushing the
country to the verge of default. But
China-a longtime Russian ally-has
refused to follow suit. Asked if Huawei
planned to build its own chip production
facility, Guo told reporters that develop-
ment in this area was “very complex” and
“requires patience”.

Under the weight of US sanctions, the
tech giant has tried to shore up other
parts of its business. It has refocused on
the Chinese market and diversified to
encompass enterprise and cloud com-
puting, along with other business seg-
ments related to 5G networks.

Guo said in a speech at the event that
Huawei’s ability to “survive and thrive”
depends on ongoing investment in devel-
opment. “Our fight to survive is not over
yet,” Guo said. “No matter what comes
our way, we will keep investing. That is
the only way forward.” The company’s
research and development investment
was 142.7 billion yuan last year, around
22 percent of total revenue. — AFP

Huawei reports record net profit
as Meng makes public return

India’s top
multiplexes 
to merge 
NEW DELHI: India’s two largest mul-
tiplex operators are set to merge, the
companies said, as the industry recovers
from the pandemic and battles a surge
in subscriptions to streaming platforms.

Bollywood, India’s Hindi-language
film industry, was worth $2.5 billion in
2019 and is the world’s most prolific.
Movies in English and other regional
languages are also big business. But
pandemic lockdowns and restrictions
sent the industry into a tailspin, with
multiplex chains suffering major losses
and dozens of small cinemas going bust
in the movie-mad nation.

“The film exhibition sector has been
one of the worst impacted sectors on
account of the pandemic,” PVR chair-
man Ajay Bijli said in a statement about
the merger with INOX Leisure.

“Creating scale ... is critical for the
long-term survival of the business and

(to) fight the onslaught of digital OTT
(over-the-top) platforms,” he added.
The country of 1.4 billion people has
attracted streaming giants Netflix,
Amazon’s Prime Video and Disney’s
Hotstar, all keen to tap into the boom in
online audiences. An upcoming merger
of Sony’s India unit with local broad-
caster ZEE is expected to replicate the
success of Disney’s 2019 tie-up with
homegrown streaming platform Hotstar.

India’s entertainment market-valued
at $24 billion by accountancy giant EY-
is already one of the world’s biggest,
while smartphone adoption is forecast
to expand further. If the deal receives
regulatory and shareholder approval,
the new entity will operate 1,546 movie
screens across 109 cities, the firms said.
“Both entities have a combined box
office share of approximately 42 per-
cent,” Elara Capital media analyst Karan
Taurani said in a research note.

The merged multiplex giant is also
expected to pick up market share from
smaller cinema chains and single-screen
theatres struggling to keep their doors
open. Shares of PVR and INOX Leisure
jumped by up to 10 and 20 percent
respectively in Monday trade on the
Bombay Stock Exchange. —AFP


